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HAI Mourns the Passing of Harold Summers,
Director of Flight Operations and Industry Icon
Alexandria, Va. (October20, 2021) – Helicopter Association International (HAI) deeply regrets to announce the
passing of Harold “Hal” Summers, director of flight operations for HAI for nearly 18 years and a fixture in the
rotorcraft industry since the 1960s. Service information and methods of honoring his memory are pending and
will be released as soon as they are available.
“Words truly fail me today,” says James Viola, president and CEO of HAI. “Hal was an icon in the industry, a
subject-matter expert on everything involving helicopter maintenance, and he felt it was an honor and obligation
to share his wisdom and experience with the rest of us. We are a better industry because of his passionate
contributions, and he will be profoundly missed.”
Harold’s aviation career spanned more than six decades. After receiving his A&P license, he worked in Alaska
in the early 1960s. Harold joined Petroleum Helicopters, Inc. (PHI) in 1964, eventually becoming vice president
of maintenance, where he presided over maintenance and support for a global fleet with more than 400
helicopters in the Gulf of Mexico alone. He later served as acting chief engineer for a joint venture between PHI
and China Southern Helicopter Company in Zhuhai, Guangdong, China, where he met his wife, Zhilin.
In 2004, Harold joined HAI, where he was directly responsible for managing the fly-in and fly-out each year for
HAI HELI-EXPO®. In that role, he would work with local airports to coordinate staging and fueling sites and
with the FAA to manage the regulatory requirements, and then managed the arrival and departure of up to 60
helicopters to be displayed on the show floor. Harold also worked with other HAI staff members, regulators,
and industry stakeholders to resolve issues for HAI members.
Harold was equally active in using his expertise to advance the industry by participating in myriad HAI working
groups, industry working groups, and national and international regulatory committees or working groups. He
served as the staff liaison to the HAI Technical and Maintenance Working Group, and the Utilities, Patrol, and
Construction (UPAC) Working Group. He also actively or previously represented HAI and the rotorcraft
industry on the FAA Bird Strike Advisory and Rulemaking Committee working group (ARAC) (completed);
FAA Rotorcraft Occupant Protection ARAC working group (completed); FAA HUMS (Health and Usage
Monitoring System); FAA International Vertical Aviation Safety Conference Planning Team; NASA’s
Rotorcraft Issue Analysis Team (R-IAT); Rotorcraft Maintenance Programs Industry Group (RMPIG); RTCA
SC-237, WG 110, Helicopter Terrain Awareness and Warning Systems (HTAWS); RTCA SC-239, Interference
to Radio Altimeters from Certain 5G Networks; RTCA SC-241, Guidance for Cockpit and Cabin Cleaning; and
the Southern California Airspace Users WG (SCAUWG).

“Harold’s career was massive in breadth,” continues Viola. “He received the FAA’s Charles Taylor Master
Mechanic award, which recognizes 50 years of working in aircraft maintenance. I expect many people receive
that award at the end of a long and illustrious career. Not Harold. He received his plaque and pin in 2011 and
continued to serve for 10 more years. He sent his last email on behalf of HAI literally hours before his
unexpected passing. He will be greatly missed as a colleague and friend by many.”
###
HAI is the professional trade association for the international helicopter industry and represents more than
1,100 global companies and over 16,000 industry professionals in more than 65 countries. Each year, HAI
members safely operate more than 3,700 helicopters and remotely piloted aircraft approximately 2.9 million
hours. HAI is dedicated to the promotion of the helicopter as a safe, effective method of commerce and to the
advancement of the international helicopter community.
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